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Belnem Breeze 9
Location:  Belnem

Bathrooms:  2

Bedrooms:  2

Built up size:  107 m2

We offer you for sale a beautiful apartment of 107m2 in Belnem. 
The neighbourhood The apartment building "Belnem Breeze" is
only 5 km away from the center of Kralendijk and close to Flamingo
Airport, Belnem is a beautiful residential area a stone's throw from
Bachelor's Beach, among others. This sandy beach is very popular
and ideal for swimming, snorkelling or diving. The location of
Belnem is very favorable in relation to the ever-blue sea, the center
of Kralendijk and the beautiful sights that Bonaire has to offer. The
apartment is built with high quality materials and has a luxurious
look and it has its own storage room and parking space. And on the
back grounds is a communal swimming pool. This is decorated by
the VVE with planters and sunbeds. Layout apartment When you
enter the hall you will find a spacious bedroom on the right side
with a large wardrobe (can be arranged yourself) including a
washing machine and an en-suite bathroom. decorated with
completely new design of WIRE furniture, from bed to desk. The
bedroom has air conditioning and a nice modern ceiling fan. The
decoration is completely coordinated by professionals. Further
down the hall there is a second spacious bedroom with separate
bathroom and guest toilet on the right. Just like the first bedroom,
this bedroom is also fully equipped with all conveniences such as
closet space, air conditioning and ceiling fan. From the hall you
enter the spacious living room with open kitchen and full doors to
the spacious terrace. The open kitchen has an induction hob, fridge,
dishwasher and oven. The large terrace is beautifully finished with
hardwood balustrades and perfect for dining or enjoying the most
beautiful sunsets. The apartment has a great view over the island,
the salt flats or sea view. The apartment is delivered fully furnished,
from sofa, bed and electrical appliances to crockery and egg
cups. This turn key apartment is the investment at the moment,
sign, key received and it is ready for rental or to live in. with the
Mixed IV destination, the possibilities are endless. Zoning plan
Extract from Spatial Development Plan Bonaire (zoning plan) Link to
zoning plan map with marker 4-E-788: Map Link to zoning
description: Gemengd-IV
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